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Throughout history, the majority of spiritual masters and gurus who
have entered mastery have withdrawn from society. This is
understandable because words seem inadequate to describe experiences
such as coming face-to-face with the Infinite and the physical act of
speaking becomes laborious. Almine’s gift is her ability to convey these
experiences by rendering the unspeakable understandable. She feels it is
time for people to understand that they can choose to claim mastery as
their constant reality and remain functional in society.
Words to describe the unknowable flow through her and when shared
with others often leave them feeling as though they have touched the
face of God. Her revelations bring answers to questions that have
plagued mankind since the dawn of time, revealing the origin and
meaning of human existence.
Her journey has become one of learning to live in the physical while
functioning in eternal time and maintaining the delicate balance of
remaining self-aware while being fully expanded.
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The Restoration of the Feminine Intuitive Nature
For eons, mystics have known that there slumbers within women
unsurpassed intuitive and mystical abilities. But it is specifically in the
Toltec mystical traditions, as well as in the hidden teachings of the
Rosecrucians, that remnants of ancient knowledge preserved the reason
why this is so.
The secret lies in the female reproductive organs. Physical life is not
as it seems. A ‘simple’ plant can become a gateway into hidden realms1
as can a crystal, a powerful capacitor of light and frequency. Both are
tools to be utilized in accessing profound alchemical abilities2. All that
is required is the mystical or shamanic knowledge to activate the hidden
qualities of the physical.
The same applies to feminine reproductive organs. Indigenous tribes
erected moon lodges to separate women during their moon time.
The intuitive abilities of women are known to increase during their
menstruation time, a time when the gates opened slightly, affording
glimpses into the hidden realms and visionary experiences. The energy
was considered to be too strong for them to be in the presence of others.
In other cultures, it has been viewed with suspicion and superstition.
Women during their menstruation have been forbidden to attend spiritual
gatherings (this is still the case in Native American and Tibetan
cultures).
Because of the pollution of shamanic traditions from the purity they
were intended to have 1 and the imbalance found in male-dominated
religions, the practices themselves pulled in unwelcome spirits and
influences as women’s gates opened the veils between the realms. In the
eyes of religious leaders, the woman in her moon time became the cause
of these unwelcome influences instead of being seen as what women
everywhere have always been: the floodgates of the flow of life itself,
bringing change to the stagnant and the obsolete.

1. See www.ancientshamanism.com
2. See Sacred Secrets of the Angels

1

Life has since been purified and the hidden realms cleansed as Earth
led the cosmic ascension. Great gifts have come as a result. The
restoration of health and purity and the resurrection of the mystical
abilities of women’s reproductive organs are among them.

cleansing the feminine reproductive system
The following Belvaspata System, in conjunction with the spygaric
homeopathic suggested by Almine, Sr., is the first step to preparing a
woman for the activating of her physiologically innate, mystical
abilities. Only then does the balancing of her hormonal system and the
activation of her reproductive organs’ mystical abilities begin.
Symptoms of stagnation and imbalance or distress are indications of
corrections that need to be made in attitude or perception. It is for this
reason that we have included viewpoints of Mayan and Oriental
medicine for the female reproductive system from Almine Barton, Jr., a
respected natural healing practitioner and medicine woman. Health
starts with self-acceptance and a loving relationship with our body.

the male reproductive system
This manual also gives the Rosecrucian method for creating similar
intuitive openings in the male reproductive system.

the use of the wheels
The wheels pertaining to this system of Belvaspata are like mandalas
for each part of the reproductive system. They are similar to gateways
through which specific healing frequencies are drawn when working
with the sigils. They are power sources in the same way a holy object
would be.
Possible Uses:
• Wheels can be placed on the walls of a healing space.
• Wheels can be placed directly in an afflicted area of the body.
• Specific wheels can be placed under a healing table when working
on someone.
• Wheels can be taped unseen under chairs where you spend a lot of
time or under your bed.
2

• Look at a wheel’s design before proceeding with Belvaspata
associated with these wheels.
• Have a wheel made up as a pendant to wear around your neck.

the use of the sigils
The sigils of Belvaspata for the Reproductive System are used in the
same way as when used for general Belvaspata sessions3.
Example: wheel for care of reproductive system number 1 on
page 4.
1. Draw the sigil for the quality one time over the body or the
specific area as indicated.
2. Call (say) either out loud or silently one time the quality of the
sigil in Mother’s language: erekna-virista.
3. Call the angel name one time, while looking at the angel sigil:
mispa-heluvit
Once the above steps are completed, it is optional to state the quality
of the sigil (in English) which instructs the angel to perform the sigil’s
purpose.
Incorporate the use of the wheel as directed on the previous page. To
use the wheels during a session, focus your gaze on the wheel for several
minutes before drawing the sigil and calling the angel.
All levels of Belvaspata masters may use the sigils in this Belvaspata
manual without any further initiations. The Belvaspata Initiation and
Healing Manual in Belvaspata Self-Initiation Starter Kit 1 is a
recommended reference and guide for the use of Belvaspata, available
for purchase on www.belvaspata.org.
The information in this book is not intended to diagnose illness or to
constitute medical advice or treatment. All healing takes place within
self. Please follow all regulatory guidelines of your specific municipality
in terms of assisting others, even with their express consent. A physician
should be consulted for any necessary medical attention.
3. For more information, see the Belvaspata Initiation and Healing manual in Belvaspata SelfInitiation Starter Kit 1 available for purchase on www.belvaspata.org
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 1

Pirit-eraklut
For the Cleansing of the Prostate (for men)
erekna-virista

Angel: mispa-heluvit
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 2

huras-birit-prave
For the Revitalizing of the Prostate (for men)
hurestakvi-klavunet

Angel: eretna-belasvi
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 3

urunachvi-pelesva
For Uterine Displacement
suvitvi-erklat-vivi

Angel: Kaarnik-herasva
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 4

mishte-baratvi
For Uterine Fibroids
Paaris-ninestra-branuvik

Angel: Biritnanus-pa
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 5

unech-suvavi
For Endometriosis
Kuluvirt-arechna

Angel: Blu-uvavek
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 6

mishet-nunus-pravi
For Uterine Polyps
Kuurachba-setvi

Angel: setnash-klerevi
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 7

Kurubas-klavanach
For PMS/Depression Before Period
Kenesh-palesva

Angel: helset-veresvi
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 8

sutuva-nineshvi
For Uterine Infections
uklat-perenukvi

Angel: Pluhukva-nenu-vish
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 9

Kiritnit-peresta
For Bladder Infections or Cystitis
ekre-usve-ubrahetvi

Angel: Pirivit-nunasve
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 10

Birnit-uklavi
For Vaginitis
naararas-estavi

Angel: ustave-uhakvi
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 11

sinet-parut-haruva
For Blood Clots During Menstruation
nuspave-eklavi

Angel: nechstave-uklavi
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 12

Kurunesvi-arustat
For Dry Vagina With or Without Menopause
nechstaa-stalavit

Angel: Paarut-stevalvi
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 13

Kaarchvi-stetvai
For Painful Intercourse
Pirisat-eklesvi

Angel: Kelvanut-hasvi
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 14

stubava-ninuset
For Lack of Sexual Desire
nurch-barut-helasvi

Angel: Paranut-verstel
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 15

Blu-akvrabar-setvi
For Ovarian and Breast Cysts
Kenesh-herestaa

Angel: Pelspa-herusti
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 16

eret-nusat-plivet
For Pelvic Inflammation
michve-uhereras-parvaa

Angel: Kluhavespavaa-nunesbi
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 17

Kurunachvi-trevabar
For Cancer of the Vagina, Cervix, Uterus, and Fallopian Tubes
stubavi-helvish-eresta

Angel: erechvrastaa-kluvesbi
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 18

Kru-uhuset-pelevar
For Difficult Menopause
erechusta-menish-parvet

Angel: usklatvi-nenabush
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 19

Bribek-estavi
For Hormonal Balance
Kirit-urusta-palech-donk

Angel: heraklatvi
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 20

Kluves-utrechvi
For the Ovarian/Hypothalamus Communication that Regulates the
Production of Hormones
Kurat-pirataa-nunasbi

Angel: heklave
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 21

minavit-helesvar
For the Purification of Uterine and Vaginal Tissue
minuhish-estreve

Angel: Kurachvaa
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 22

setvra-ustabli
For Abnormal Uterine Bleeding
trinibrava-kelesh-hut

Angel: arasba
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 23

mishet-unuhesvi
For Regularity and Ease of Ovulation
mechpi-aresva

Angel: serhatvi-Kluvana
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Wheel for Care of Reproductive System Number 24

Kirit-planadok
For Cleansing the Breasts and Milk Ducts
Kuranash-mivechvi-harespa

Angel: nunukvi-elesva
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 1

Karet-nunik-vave
For Chronic Miscarriages
Kaarich-pratlve

Angel: Kelesni-harusta
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 2

Puhurat-stabavi
For Premature Deliveries
Prurik-eresbi

Angel: Kluherespaha
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 3

nuset-harustat
For Weak Newborn Infants
mich-belespa-uvresvi

Angel: Birivak-unesbi
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 4

Kli-aminut-erestat
For False Pregnancies
Kaalichbil-hespi

Angel: neshvaa-ulesbi
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 5

vu-uvabrech-hurusta
For Difficult Pregnancy
nunek-ures-tranavi

Angel: ereret-uklavi
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 6

neshpi-plubar
For Infertility
erestachvi-nenuset

Angel: nenech-stubavi
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 7

neret-uratplavevi
For Nausea and Morning Sickness
Kirchvaa-uresvi-harunat

Angel: Kirstanador
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 8

rukpa-mistu
For Tenderness in the Breasts
Kilistet-uravet-pru-as

Angel: Pirhirvaset
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 9

Brestana-urut-prena
For Oxygenated Blood Supply to the Uterus
vilshvanet-urasvi

Angel: urlakles-birakvi
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 10

Kilha-pelestrahur
For a Healthy Placenta
Kurunat-urlaves-uvasbi

Angel: erkena-pra-hut
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 11

Prista-plihes-bruvasta
For a Proper Positioning of the Fetus
erchklavet-evesvi

Angel: sutlvaravas
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 12

michvaranus-brisba
For the Well-Being of the Fetus During Pregnancy
nirichstat-uset-valvi

Angel: Kaanichvit-hurstavaa
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 13

erklut-nanech-velesva
For the Well-Being of the Fetus During Birth
erskla-minuvechvi

Angel: sutuparanach
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 14

su-hutvi-nanunesh
For the Well-Being of the Mother During Pregnancy
urstana-birekvi

Angel: huruhet-unesvi
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 15

Bru-at-plave
For the Well-Being of the Mother During Birth
urusatvi-helekles

Angel: archvana
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 16

Kururat-herespi
For an Adequate Milk Supply for Nursing
Krunis-upatra-heravet

Angel: nunesvi-selbavi
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 17

manuch-virspavi
For Breast Health During Nursing
Kaarchpata-neshvi-paret-hurvi

Angel: elsetvavi
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 18

rutvaa-bliset
For the Mother’s Well-Being After Birth
and Balancing the Hormones
Kaarich-valustat-kalvi

Angel: mishpa-tereru
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 19

Kirit-nanuvech
For an Ecstatic Birth Process
nurachsat-setlvaa-paarsnik

Angel: Krinitrara-ruk
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 20

ustu-plevavi
For the Insulating of the Newborn
From Any Stress in the Environment
Pru-anesvi-halustat

Angel: Pel-lanur-stravaa
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 21

Birinit-stana-vech
For the Relief of Infant Colic
arasutvi-balachnut

Angel: Kaarchvik-varustra
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 22

trubesba-ur-stavaa
For the Restoration of the Mother’s
Reproductive Organs After Birth
ustranut-usuvave

Angel: Piritret-halasvi
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 23

etrenanuch
For the Proper Assimilation of Nutrients by the Infant
Kalasvaa-nichvaa-rut

Angel: urach-nesvi
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Wheel for Pre-Natal, Birth and Post-Natal Care Number 24

Bru-ararat-kelvavi
For the Regaining of the Mother’s Strength After the Birth
Plubaa-harat-travaa

Angel: utratvi-naruset
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An Introduction to Mopan Mayan Gynecological
Perspectives and their Correlations to Traditional Chinese
Medicine by Almine Barton, Jnr.
The Mayan culture has long fascinated those who came after them.
There are many unanswered questions about the Maya. Who are they?
How did they become such an advanced civilization? Why did the
majority of the population disappear during the classic to post-classic
era? How could this have occurred, archaeologists wonder when there
appear to be no signs of decline in the civilization, no famine, drought or
war that could have caused such a massive drop in population?
Most archaeologists agree the Maya were among the most advanced
cultures in mathematics, calendars and timekeeping of any other
civilization. Most do not realize that their adept knowledge reached far
into other levels of society. They rivaled the Egyptians, the Druids and
the Incas in their knowledge of archaeo-astronomy, building their
pyramidal structures in precise alignment with the stars, the equinoxes,
the helical rising of constellations and more. It has been academically
accepted that it was the Maya, not the Sumerians, who invented the
concept of zero. It inspires awe of these ‘human observatories’, as Dr.
Jose Arguelles called them, when we realize that the oldest time-related
period recorded is at the temple of Coba in Honduras. That record
encompasses 900,000 years! How these people were able to calculate
and document such a vast span remains a mystery.
The Maya extended their level of mastery to medicine as well. The
present-day Maya are just beginning to allow the world a glimpse into
this system of medical wisdom. Hardly anyone is aware that indigenous
people of Central America practice acupuncture. That may be because
after the Spanish conquered and decimated much of their culture, the
native people found it wise to keep their oral traditions to themselves for
the sake of preserving them.
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The lineage of information I will be sharing is limited to women’s
health and the gynecological/obstetric lore learned from Dr. Rosita
Arvigo, D.N., whose teacher, Don Elijio Panti, was Mopan Maya from
Belize. I have little experience or knowledge of Mayan medicine from
the Chiapas area of Mexico although I do know the two systems have
many similarities and much in common.
Mayan theory and practice around women’s health begins, quite
logically, with the uterus. It is believed that most ‘female problems’ can
be traced to a misaligned uterus.
“The womb is the woman’s center. Her very being and essence are in
this organ. If the uterus is not sitting where it should be, nothing is right
for her; she will have late periods, early periods, clotted blood, dark
blood, painful periods, no babies, weakness, headaches, backaches,
nervousness and all manner of ailments.”
Don Elijio Panti, Mayan H’men,
who died at 103 years of age
Dr. Arvigo believes that stagnant lymphatic fluid in the pelvic area,
due to a tipped uterus, is a major cause of many health issues for women.
She says that 98% of the time women have uteruses tipped to the right.
She also says that of her patients with uteruses tipped to the left, 99%
were due to car accidents.
Dr. Arvigo feels it is unfortunate that when women are given
gynecological exams in our country (the United States), they are not told
either they have a tipped uterus (because it is considered so
commonplace it is not worth mentioning) or that if they are told, doctors
are not educated about the long-term effects this can possibly have on
the patient’s health. Women are told they have tipped uteruses without
being given a solution and leave the doctor’s office bewildered. Is this
significant? If my liver or intestines were tipped that would create
health problems, so why wouldn’t this?
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symptoms of a displaced uterus
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Painful periods
Late, early or irregular periods
Dark, thick blood at onset and/or at tend of menstruation
Abnormal uterine bleeding
Dizziness with menstruation
Failure to ovulate regularly and anovulation
Painful ovulation
Varicose veins in the legs
Tired, weak or numb legs
Numb legs and feet, especially when standing still
Sore heels when walking
Low back ache
Uterine fibroids
Endometriosis
Uterine polyps
Endometritis
PMS/depression before period
Uterine infections
Frequent urination
Bladder infections or cystitis
Vaginitis
Blood clots during menstruation
Chronic miscarriages
Premature deliveries
Weak newborn infants
False pregnancies
Difficult pregnancy or delivery
Infertility
Painful intercourse
Lack of sexual desire
Constipation
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32. Difficult menopause
33. Dry vagina with or without menopause
34. Cancer of the vagina, cervix, uterus, fallopian tubes, bladder or
lower bowel
35. Ovarian and breast cysts
36. Pelvic inflammation

causes of uterine displacement
1.
2.
3.

Repeated pregnancies close together with difficult delivery
Bad professional care during pregnancy, delivery and afterward
Carrying heavy burdens just before or during menstruation and
too soon after childbirth
4. Walking barefoot on cold, hard floors or wet grass
5. Wearing shoes with heels higher than one inch
6. Running or working on cement surfaces
7. Injury to the sacrum or tailbone from a fall or severe blow
8. Chronic constipation
9. Poor alignment of pelvic bones with the spinal column
10. Chronic muscle spasms around the low back and sacrum
11. Carrying young children on the hip for prolonged periods of
time
12. Rape, sexual abuse or incest at any time in life
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Displacement of the Uterus

Normal Position of the Womb

Retroversion of the Womb

Anteflexion With Retroversion
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Displacement of the Uterus

Anteflexion of the Womb

Retroversion of the Womb
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Introduction to Mayan Uterine Massage
Mayan uterine massage, according to Dr. Arvigo, “Can play a part in
healing the feminine aspects not only within our culture and ourselves,
but the concept can help balance the feminine of the planet.” One can
look at this metaphorically. When a woman’s womb is out of balance,
she is out of balance.
Due to women’s natural connection to the earth, we can perhaps view
this in terms of the concept ‘As above, so below’. Indigenous people
over the world view Western culture as being out of balance with the
feminine, the earth. The ramifications of this are thought-provoking.

massage
Accidents or excessive weight can cause obstruction of the flow of
lymphatic fluids. Unlike blood, which is pumped through the body by
the heart, lymph has no pumping mechanism other than exercise.
Massage starts stagnant lymph flowing so that it can remove toxins and
waste from the body.

self-massage
Self-massaging the area above the pubic bone helps to keep the
ligaments supporting the uterus supple. It also moves stagnant lymph
back into circulation.
method
1. Lie on your back with your knees raised and tilt the pelvis upward.
2. Feel the indentation in the pubic bone. The uterus should sit in the
width of two fingers above that indentation.
3. Form a wedge with the finger tips of both hands and push the
fingers against the skin in a scooping motion.
Massage is not recommended after an operation, during menses or for
women with IUDs.
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not unique to the maya
For a while, I thought this concept of uterine adjustment, or massage,
was unique to the Maya, but my trip to the Amazon in 2001 proved this
to be untrue. Visiting a tribe of Achual natives, I learned that it was
practiced there as well. The only difference was that the Achual did this
from the 3rd month of pregnancy through the end.
They did not, however, treat day-to-day gynecological issues in this
way. The village medicine man asked the ladies of the village to sit
around me and, via an interpreter, answer any questions I might have on
gynecology, women’s health and so on. I am grateful for their openness
and the wisdom they shared.

emotional release
This form of massage, as with other bodywork, can bring up deep
emotional issues that have been held in this region of the body. It is
important for practitioners to be aware of what could come to light with
people as they are on the table. Women who come to the healer to be
treated for gynecological issues in this way will frequently end the
treatment by wiping their tears.
After the procedure has been done, they may share with the
practitioner their experiences of sexual abuse, incest or rape. Usually
women do not consult the practitioner for the purpose of discussing
painful issues such as these, but frequently after treatment, the buried
emotions come up to be expressed.
Steam baths are a big part of Mayan medicine. The Mayan women
frequently treat gynecological ailments by sitting on a chair (usually
made of reed so steam can penetrate it) placed over a steaming pot of
herbs. They believe the steam is an effective way of getting the
medicine into the belly.
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any Benefits to men?
Massage of the pelvic region is done externally and, on occasion, is
used by the Maya for men with prostate issues. It is also sometimes
used for men who have impotency issues, but typically, herbs, prayers
and baths are used for this.

herbs don’t have hands
At one of the conferences I attended in Boston, where Dr. Arvigo was
keynote presenter, someone in the audience asked, “Why don’t we just
use herbs?” Dr. Arvigo’s reply was simple; “Herbs don’t have hands”,
she said. We all looked at each other – good point! Our culture is touch
deprived. We are afraid of being sued, of personal boundary issues and
of respecting someone’s personal space. These are all good things to be
mindful of and to take into consideration in practice.
I also think our culture could benefit from such a hands-on healing
experience. I think the benefits far outweigh the burdens in looking into
the possible surgeries, hysterectomies and unnecessarily painful labors
that could be avoided if this procedure were to be incorporated into our
health care practices. The majority of hysterectomies could be
prevented if this practice had taken place early on in a woman’s
treatment protocol.

What Can Women do to Take Care of Themselves?
Self-care of a woman’s reproductive processes needs to have the
same priority as dental or other personal care.
exercise
The Maya believe that lifting heavy objects while menstruating or
pregnant can cause tilted uteruses. They also believe that repeated
impact with hard surfaces causes this. Therefore they say jogging is not
the best exercise, especially for women. When asked what exercises are
best for a woman’s body, they cite yoga, tai chi, walking, swimming –
but especially belly dancing.
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The ancient Mayan women, in honor of the goddess Ix Chel, perform
fertility dances at the temple of Tulum where the goddess was
worshipped and at her temples in Isla Mujures, the isle of women,
located off the cost of the Yucatan. These dances had movements
similar to those in belly dancing. The soft rolling of the hips and the
circular movements are found not only in belly dancing, but in many
women’s dances all over the world.
The Mayan midwives claim these dances literally massage the
internal organs, particularly the uterus. They say belly dancers are good
for pregnant clients because their pelvic muscles are well developed.
The dancing also provides an outlet for emotions, is good exercise, and
promotes camaraderie with other women.

nutrition
Eating lots of cooked greens and yes, chocolate! That’s real
chocolate, Mayan style, which tastes a lot like fennel, having a warm
anise flavor. It is high in calcium and magnesium – great for cramps!
This is why Mayan midwives smile at the thought of women craving
chocolate. They say women’s bodies know that chocolate is beneficial
for them, particularly when they’re on their moon time.
But the closest thing American women can do at home is to mix
unsweetened cocoa powder with a little fennel and cinnamon. If you
really have to have that sweet taste, mix a little stevia in it. Stevia will
not raise blood sugar levels, is tasty and full of vitamins and minerals.
Mayan women say it keeps the uterus nice and warm.

sexual activity
It is recommended that women reduce or, optimally, have no sexual
intercourse while pregnant. The Mayan believe both the mother and
baby will benefit and that the delivery will be easier. They also
recommend abstaining from intercourse during menstruation or at least
make it an infrequent activity.
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feminine hygiene Products
Mayan midwives recommend the use of pads, sea sponge or cloth
pads instead of tampons. They say tampons prevent a woman’s ‘chu’lel’
from flowing freely downward to the earth. They believe it creates
stagnation in the uterine area.

nurture your spiritual Life
Walks in nature, dancing, singing, being in silence, meditation, art –
whatever brings you joy and makes you grateful for being alive.

Birth control methods and Philosophies
1. The Maya believe it is preventive medicine to not have intercourse
when a woman is menstruating. There are several reasons for this, but I
think Don Elijio says it best: “Semen mixes with menstrual fluids and
causes large clots to adhere to the uterine wall, which leads to
ulceration and tumors.”
They also believe that most gynecological issues are caused either
from a tipped uterus or repeated long term sexual intercourse when a
woman is menstruating.
2. Ix Ki Bix (Cow’s Hoof Vine) is their plant of choice for birth
control. Wild yam is used, but mostly by the Maya in Mexico. Don
Elijio says it works very well, Rosita says it works about 90% of the
time. The treatment is as follows:
A woman takes Ix Ki Bix for 10 days prior to her period. This should
give her 5 months of birth control. If she takes Ix Ki Bix for two
months, then she will have 10 months of birth control. If she takes it for
9 months (9 being a magical or sacred number to the Maya), she is said
to be permanently sterile.
Ix (pronounced ‘eesh’) has several different meanings. It can mean
‘shaman’ or ‘rainbow’. Every herb is considered to have a masculine
and a feminine plant. In honor of Ixchel (the lady of the rainbows and
goddess of herbs, midwives, menstruation, women and the moon), every
feminine plant has Ix at the beginning of its name.
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The masculine Ki Bix is used for hemorrhaging and dysentery. It is
said to be good luck to pick herbs with a woman because Ixchel is partial
to women.

The ‘Evil Eye’, Menstruation and Power of Thought
Indigenous cultures have long been associated with menstruation
taboos. Cultural anthropologists Thomas Buckley and Alma Gottlieb
wrote an eye-opening book called Blood Magic: The Anthropology of
Menstruation, which formed the foundation for further anthropological
research in this area.
Like their theory on the various types of winds, the Maya have
formed an intricate belief system around temperature and its connection
to the mind. At the core of Mayan spiritual belief is Hunak K’u, the
great point from which all opposites sprang. They call this essence “The
one giver of movement and measure.” Therefore, like the Chinese and
their concept of the Tao, opposites are not seen in terms of good and
evil. They are merely opposites. The exception to this is seen with the
nine evil winds. Most wind is seen to have come from Xibalba, or the
underworld.
With regard to medicine, much emphasis is given to temperature.
You might hear a H’men say, “She has cold in her wind channels”, or
something to that effect. Menstruating women, however, are considered
to be hot in nature as a general rule. In Mayan tradition one is believed
to be able to transfer heat or cold through thought, knowingly or
unknowingly, thereby altering another person’s temperature. This
sudden imbalance is believed to cause illness in the person affected.
Those more susceptible to such abrupt disruption of their own
temperature are infants, children, the elderly and the mentally ill.
Most of the time this is done unintentionally, but most Mayan people
adhere to, or are at least aware of this phenomenon and view it with
caution.
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It is said that when a menstruating woman who is not able to
conceive and who greatly desires a baby, looks upon another’s baby with
desire, that desire is transferred via ‘heat’ onto the baby. The result is
that the baby will get cirro, or upset stomach with foul dysentery or a
‘hot eye’. The hot eye refers to a red, swollen ring around one eye,
confirming that the baby was looked upon with hot or desirous eyes.
Some animals are said to naturally have hot eyes and are therefore
avoided. Blue-eyed people are also particularly believed to have them.
If people consider someone in the village to have hot eyes, then the
courtesy is for this person to call before the visit so the baby can be put
down for a nap first. Some Central American women carry their babies
on their backs with a veil over the baby’s face to avoid having it gazed
upon with desirous eyes. The Mayan women’s faces light up with
interest when, if you want to look at or hold their baby, you first tap it
lightly on the back of the head as you are looking away. This tells them
that you are aware of your thoughts and when you hold their baby, you
will not look at it with hot eyes.

Men Affected by Their Partner’s Temperature?
According to Dr. Margaret Henderson, “When a man lives with a
woman, his temperature cycle throughout the month synchronizes with
hers, that is, a man shows a temperature rise and fall which approximates that of his wife.”
Australian and New Zealand Journal of Medicine
6:254, 1976
“In other words”, says Linda Heron Wind, author of New Moon
Rising, “If she becomes pregnant or is on birth control pills and thus
does not ovulate, the man’s pattern of temperature change stops as does
hers. So even physically then, there is a tendency for men to naturally
follow a woman’s cycle.”
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Correlations with Traditional Chinese Medicine
Traditional Chinese medicine has many similarities in philosophy
and treatment to Mayan gynecology. Both agree that chi and blood
stagnation in this area can cause ‘phlegm’ to be produced.
similarities Between mayan and chinese medicine
1. Chu’lul/Chi
2. H’men/Wu
3. Wind Channels/Meridians
4. Ventosa/Cupping
5. Pulse Diagnosis3/Pulse Diagnosis
6. Tok/Bleeding
7. Jup4/Needling
8. Wind5/Wind
9. Heat/Heat
10. Cold/Cold
11. Talladas, Las Acomadadas/Tuina
12. Tzolkin/I Ching
13. Points/Points
The Mayan pulse diagnosis, like the Chinese, is complex. Each
pulse has the quality of an animal, such as ‘this one feels like a snake’
(slippery) or ‘this one feels like a rabbit hopping’ etc. The higher up on
the arm the pulse is detected, the worse the prognosis. Prayers are
frequently whispered into the pulse by the H’men because it is
considered ‘to move into the blood that way’. Herbs are also frequently
tied across the wrist in the shape of an equi-distant cross. The power of
the herbs is said to be more potent here – topically speaking.
4
In the case of Jup, it is not exactly like needling. Jup is a technique
using the fang of a rattlesnake or a stingray spine. The patient’s skin is
repeatedly poked with the fang or spine to stimulate the area, causing it
to be red, but the skin is not actually punctured.
3
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The Maya have a detailed theory on wind. There are considered to
be ‘good’ winds and ‘bad’ winds. There are nine primary bad winds,
called the ‘nine evil winds’.
5

Points used frequently in mayan Gynecology
Yin Tang – Dizziness in childbirth
BL-23 – Warm plant poultices are placed over it for ‘cold in the
womb’
BL-60 – Difficult labor
BL-67 – Garlic clove wrapped with banana leaves placed topically
on this point. ‘It is hot, so the baby runs from it.’
Note from Almine Sr.: The following spagyric homeopathic
medicines have been found to be enormously beneficial for women’s
uterine health:
1. Itires – for the re-establishment of the health flow of lymph.
2. Aligeno – for the health of the spleen which plays an essential
part in the elasticity of the smooth muscles that keep organs in their
proper placement.
3. Procenat – to be used for prostate disease and pelvic floor drainage
and regulation.
The above remedies are products distributed by Pekana.
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Client Guide for Use of Pekana Remedies
(not to be used when pregnant)
PeKana remedies are available in 50 ml oral drops and 125 ml
syrups.
RECOMMENDED DOSAGES FOR 50 ml drops
Adults: 15-20 drops, 3 times per day taken directly in the mouth in
water or herbal tea.
School Children: 7-10 drops, 3 times per day taken directly in the
mouth in water or herbal tea.
Small Children: 5 drops, 3 times per day taken directly in the mouth
in water or herbal tea.
RECOMMENDED DOSAGES FOR 125 ml syrups
Adults: 1 teaspoon, 5-7 times per day.
School Children: 1 teaspoon, 3-5 times per day.
PATIENTS SHOULD TAKE HOMEOPATHIC REMEDIES AT LEAST
ONE HOUR AWAY FROM FOOD, either before or after eating. When
using more than one preparation it is best to allow at least 15 minutes
between dosages. However if taking multiple preparations, you may
mix them together and take them at the same time in a small amount of
pure water, but always on an empty stomach. Some practice may be
needed to learn how to tip the bottles for accurate measurement of drops.
DROPS TAKEN DIRECTLY SHOULD BE HELD IN THE MOUTH
FOR 5-10 SECONDS (UNDER THE TONGUE IF POSSIBLE) to allow
fast absorption via the mucous membranes. The drops can also be taken
in herbal teas, fluoride-free water or juice. For those concerned with the
small amount of alcohol in the preparations, you may stir them into
water and allow them to sit for 15 minutes so the alcohol can evaporate.
To speed up this process you may simmer the water and preparation on
the stove until it just begins to steam. Do not boil! Do not let the
preparation come into contact with metal cookware.
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REMEDIES SHOULD NEVER COME INTO CONTACT WITH
METAL SPOONS, CUPS OR COOKWARE. Use a plastic spoon or infant
dosing spoon for syrups and a glass or plastic cup when taking the drops
in liquid.
note: It is imperative that adult patients DRINK AT LEAST 3-4
QUARTS OF FLUID PER DAY to avoid reintoxification. Adjust this
amount for children.
It is also extremely important that clients continue therapy for 5-7
days after acute symptoms have disappeared. This protracted treatment
helps the body excrete residual toxins produced during acute illness that
would otherwise be deposited in the connective tissues and possibly lead
to chronic conditions.
PEKANA remedies may be ordered in the US through the Spiritual
Journeys Office at www.spiritualjourneys.com under Contact Us
These homeopathic supplements are of the highest quality available
and should be very helpful in restoring your body to a healthful
condition. However, they are not intended to replace the advice and
treatment of a medical professional and neither Almine nor Spiritual
Journeys assumes any responsibility for your health or medical care.
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Western Herbs and their Uses for Women’s and Children’s
Health Care in Mayan Medicine
note: Where Mayan names are available, they are shown in italics.
Basil – Ca Cal Tun tea for delayed menses.
rue – mash fresh leaves in water and take for lack of menstruation,
scanty urination, delayed or difficult labor. Wards off energy projected
on one by others. Place a branch under pillow to prevent nightmares,
especially those emotionally derived. Included in many herbal bath
formulas for physical and spiritual healing.
marigold flowers – Ix Ti Pu tea from flower heads (dry or fresh) for
baby colic, gas, bloating, indigestion. Herbal bath for all ailments of
children and infants. Vaginal steam bath for women after childbirth and
for the spiritual and emotional ailments of adults and children.
hibiscus – only pink and red hibiscus are medicinal. Drink as a
cooled tea with cinnamon for port-partum hemorrhage, excessive
menstruation and to prevent miscarriage when spotting occurs during
pregnancy. Herbal bath for diaper rash. Eaten for painful and profuse
menstruation and anemia. Cooled tea for hair rinse adds shine, softness.
Mashed flowers are used to beautify the skin.
red roses – Nik Te Cha used as a tea with leaves and stems, is a life
saver in post-partum hemorrhage. Tea used for diarrhea in infants,
children, adults and for ‘red eye’ in newborns. Included in herbal
bathing formulas for spiritual and emotional healing, especially for the
broken hearted.
oregano – used as a tea to induce menses, increases scanty flow and
expels retained placenta.
allspice – as a tea from berries or powdered spice for baby colic,
indigestion, menstrual pain, delayed menses, retained placenta. With
garlic, it is drunk for 9 days following childbirth to cleanse uterus. Mash
berries with teeth and apply bolus to relieve toothache.
Ginger – hot tea for delayed menses, painful period. For delayed
labor, soak towels in hot ginger tea and lay over woman’s abdomen (the
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baby will ‘run’ from the heat). Tea with cinnamon, milk and honey at
bedtime to halt snoring. Soaked warm towels placed over the chest to
relieve symptoms of cold, bronchitis, phlegm, etc.

Conclusion
The West is constantly searching for miracle cures for the diseases
that have plagued the world, particularly in industrialized nations.
Scientists are now performing studies on Chinese medicine, researching
the efficacy of Ayurveda and hold annual conferences on Tibetan
medicine. Perhaps the greatest miracle of all is that ancient traditions
that hold this healing wisdom, are located on our own continent.
As Willaru, one of the shamans of Peru, said to me, “To us Inca,
Pacharmama (the earth) has two spines. She has a masculine spine (the
Himalayas) and a feminine spine (the Andes). The light on this plane of
existence is changing its poles. It is moving from the masculine to the
feminine. Those who have sought wisdom from the people who live in
her masculine spine will now be attracted to visit us. We have much to
share with our younger brothers and sisters. We, the keepers of the old
way.”
He passed me a cube of traditional Incan chocolate and winked at me.
I smiled and popped it in my mouth. My smile turned to a laugh when I
tasted its sugary sweetness and I looked at Willaru with surprise. “This
is not traditional Incan chocolate!” with a faux look of guilt on his face
and with a pretend swish of his colorful poncho, he pulled out a Hershey
wrapper.
Contact for Almine Barton, Jr.
Indigenous Medicine Therapies
740 NW Colorado Ave
Bend, OR 97701
To make an acupuncture or nutritional consultation appointment, call
(503) 756-5602 or email acupuncturist_almine@yahoo.com
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PART II
The Ancient Rosecrucian
Secrets for Women’s and
Men’s Reproductive System

A Sample of Rosecrucian Language
Received by the oracle Eva
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Question Answered by Almine
Q. You are receiving a great deal of Rosecrucian information regarding
the reproductive systems of men and women. Do you have anything
for the irregular ovalation and menstruation cycles I am having?
A. Yes. There are symbols for the days in the year. They start on the
summer solstice and change every seven days. To find the symbol we
are currently on, count backwards (in 7’s) from the solstice of the
year we are in. The day before would be one, counting backwards
and counting forward if it is after the solstice.
method
Call the name of the angel, sign (draw) the symbol with your finger
in the air each day and look at the angel sigil. It can be put under your
chair, in your office, etc. Just remember to change it daily.
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The Symbols to Balance the Female Cycles

1.

2.

6.

11.

3.

7.

12.

4.

8.

9.

13.

14.

5.

10.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.
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The Symbols to Balance the Female Cycles
31.

36.

41.

46.

50.

32.

33.

37.

34.

38.

42.

39.

43.

35.

40.

44.

47.

48.

51.

52.
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45.

49.

Weekly Angel Sigils to Restore Hormonal Balance to Women

1. Nestabrit

2. Senevat

5. Eleklu

6. Mistar

8. Kasbaa

9. Iretar

11. Eretur

3. Hukspi

7. Punahi

10. Nesvavi

12. Kuharet
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13. Lisbavet

4. Mishtaver

Weekly Angel Sigils to Restore Hormonal Balance to Women
14. Ulunat

15. Kuratpavi

16. Iritnit

17. Kusalva

18. Utubil

19. Harachna

20. Urusat

21. Plihitpave

22. Kiranat

23. Lananur

24. Lizetvi

25. Kaarupat
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Weekly Angel Sigils to Restore Hormonal Balance to Women
26. Kasalvi

29. Asklavi

32. Nusalvi

27. Rutpahur

30. Erstekbrave

33. Ertubit

28. Nusbarut

31. Viritprahu

34. Nitlhar

35. Kurusa
36. Mishtablavek
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37. Hereta

Weekly Angel Sigils to Restore Hormonal Balance to Women
38. Aarpava

39. Ruspamir

40. Kerutplehur

41. Setreblasur
42. Iselvaa

44. Kirichva

43. Karatu

45. Waabalut
46. Erstrenur

47. Velvish-vrasta
48. Kuselbrit
49. Aarkvranat
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Weekly Angel Sigils to Restore Hormonal Balance to Women
50. Usdumblustak

51. Pirivet

52. Kla-hurusta
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To Program a Crystal for Awakening
Oracle and Intuitive Abilities
(Use Only clear Quartz crystals)
1. Place the Power wheel (See Fig. 1) on a flat surface.
2. Place the feminine square (See Fig. 2) on top of the Power wheel.
3. Place the top of the alchemical equations for the four female
reproductive organs (See Figs. 3-6), the ovaries, fallopian tubes,
uterus and vagina, touching the sides of the Feminine Square.

4.

5.
6.

7.

Note: The alchemical equations for the four female reproductive
organs have a specific side where each needs to touch the Feminine
Square as indicated.
On the top of the Feminine Square, place the masculine triangle
(See Fig. 7). Place the top of the alchemical equations for the three
male reproductive organs (See Figs. 8-10), the penis, the prostate,
and the testes, against their respective sides of the triangle.
Place the clear quartz crystal on top of the Masculine Triangle.
Call in the following angels:
i. u–oosh–neet–vavaa
ii. hurus–estavaa
iii. nenet–breesh–pravaa-herestut
Instruct the angels to place the power of the alchemical equation into
the crystal or crystals.
Note: You can do more than one crystal, as long as they fit on the
power wheel’s diameter. Containers cannot be used. Laminating the
pages you are using is permissible.
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For Awakening Oracle and Intuitive Abilities within Self
(Without Crystals)
1. Place the Power wheel (See Fig. 1) on a flat surface.
2. Place the feminine square (See Fig. 2) on top of the Power wheel.
3. Place the top of the alchemical equations for the four female
reproductive organs (See Figs. 3-6), the ovaries, fallopian tubes,
uterus and vagina, touching the sides of the Feminine Square.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

Note: The alchemical equations for the four female reproductive
organs have a specific side where each needs to touch the Feminine
Square as indicated.
On the top of the Feminine Square, place the masculine triangle
(See Fig. 7). Place the top of the alchemical equations for the four
male reproductive organs (See Figs. 8-10), the penis, the prostate,
and the testes, against their respective sides of the triangle.
Place your right hand on top of the Masculine Triangle.
Call in the following angels:
i. u–oosh–neet–vavaa
ii. hurus–estavaa
iii. nenet–breesh–pravaa-herestut
and instruct them to place all alchemical equations in the appropriate
centers of the body. Male and female equations must be jointly
placed by the angels. Never use only male or female equations.
With your left hand on the square of the male intuitive activation
codes (See Fig. 11), trace the lines horizontally from left to right, or
right to left in order as shown.
Change hands; place your left hand on the masculine triangle and
with your right hand’s index finger, trace the lines horizontally from
left to right, or right to left in order as shown on the feminine
intuitive activation codes (See Fig. 12).
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9. End by saying the bottom four angels’ names:
i. vimipapapa
ii. Zihahaa
iii. oyash
iv. hoyahaa
10. Conclude by saying:
helesva nashvi eskle-huretvaa
Through me let life flow in Infinite Glory
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The Power Wheel to Create Crystals that Awaken the Oracle
and Intuitive Abilities
(also for direct awakening of oracle abilities
without the use of crystals)

(Figure 1)
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The Feminine Square

Place the alchemical equation for the ovaries

Place the alchemical equation for the uterus

From inside the central building of the Library of the Angels
and the Hanakgnud-sanvaa
(Figure 2)
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Place the alchemical equation for the fallopian tubes

Place the alchemical equation for the vagina

to create a healing crystal for the
female reproductive system

The Alchemical Equation for the Ovaries

Becoming the Seer’s Stone
Belesh paranut esklavi harashut

Portal to Eternal Mind
Piresh bravuk nenesvi urava

The Becoming of Destiny
vitretvi-usklave bireshplak uvetvi

The Uncovering of Glory
minesh parurak peresvi harustat

Conceiving the Seeds of Divinity
Kenesh hirustu uklatvi pelevach
(Figure 3)
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The Alchemical Equation for the Fallopian Tubes

Journey of Freedom
virskla uravechsbi piribat

The Awakened Oracle
miset vivrachbi eresat

Transfiguring into Spaceless Space
Pireshpravaa subit uklesh manuvis

The arrival at the Pinnacle of Evolution
vilevet skla ha virset varubichspi

Fulfilled Journey of Destiny
mishel-haresva eklet huresbi

(Figure 4)
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The Alchemical Equation for the Uterus

The Birth of New Possibilities
Paalenkvaa haras eseltu anachvi

Only Perfection May Enter
uraratat iknesh sarvaavi

Release, Release Old Programs
aarsva, aarsva neshtu uklave

I Birth Only Purity and Pristine Light
harsva eselvi nenstech i-uret paratu

The Cosmos in Wholeness Within
staanigvaa ereste anuvim

(Figure 5)
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The Alchemical Equation for the Vagina

Opening the Book of all Secrets
Krechvi usuraret minesh per-plakplavi

Forgotten Majestic Purposes Revealed
Kirestat nunuchvi ereskla

The Earth as Ally
Pru-abechbi minesh arustat

The Holy Marriage of the Unknowable and the Known
Kilevech birespi minut arakletvi ninustat

The Birthing of Infinite Possibilities
virichpa eresta nanush usbechvi
(Figure 6)
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Place the alchemical equation for the testes

(Figure 7)
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The Alchemical Equation for the Penis

Forgotten Powers Reclaimed
Keerch-stra menuvish eraspavi

Full Access to All-Knowing Mind
uset-urukletva harustat vilesba

The Holy Marriage of Actualized
Potential and Experience
uruchsta vilesbra nesvi eret pra heresta

The Passionate Discovery of Self
ista minuvish harstat etklavi

(Figure 8)
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The Alchemical Equation for the Prostate

The Seer’s Cloak of Impeccable Power
Kures prahut urustekvi manuruk

The Full Activation of the Mastery of the Voice
Perch pa perish erestrahur manuvish sklare urevit

The Immediate Manifested Creation of Holy Intent
irklet ranuvis plevakvi narunat

Birthplace of Majestic Splendor
Kanavish huret araklatvi vra-ubit

(Figure 9)
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The Alchemical Equation for the Testes

Source of Alchemical Power
Kurstat unechvi bilestrat

The Potent Force of Magic Released
Kuret paneesh velesva kla-unat

Incorruptible Holy Gifts Unleashed
urustech piret usetvi kla-unash

Incorruptible Creations
enerch urustech varavi
(Figure 10)
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The Male Intuitive Activation Codes

5 (r to L)
8 (L to r)
2 (L to r)
9 (r to L)
3 (L to r)
1 (r to L)
6 (L to r)
4 (r to L)
7 (r to L)

Use your left hand’s index finger to move across the rows from right to
left (r to L) or from left to right (L to r). Move in the correct
direction according to the row’s number - Kuuvv is first and Nktsa is
second for instance.

(Figure 11)
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The Female Intuitive Activation Codes
15 (r to L)
12 (L to r)
18 (r to L)
2 (r to L)
7 (r to L)
17 (L to r)
3 (L to r)
11 (L to r)
14 (r to L)
16 (L to r)
4 (L to r)
1 (L to r)
13 (r to L)
8 (L to r)
10 (r to L)
5 (r to L)
9 (r to L)
6 (L to r)

to end, say the four angel names of these equations:
vimipapapa, Zihahaa, oyash, and hoyahaa.
To resurrect the Seer’s Stone qualities of the female reproductive organs,
trace in the correct order and in the correct direction, with your right
hand’s index finger.
(Figure 12)
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How to Create and Maintain Health for Breasts
1. the Power wheel
Place the same power wheel used for the reproductive system (See
Fig. 1) on the table in front of you6.
2. the alchemical equation for the Breasts (See Fig. 13)
Place this on top of the Power Wheel.
3. the sigil for the health of Breasts (See Fig. 14)
Place this on top of the Alchemical Equation for the Breasts.
With your left hand on top of the sigil, hold the angel names and
sigils in your right hand. Call the angel names (See Fig. 15) and
instruct them, by the power of their sigils that you hold, to place the
alchemical equation for the health of breasts in either your own
breasts or the breast of another woman.

6. The method of creating a Seer’s Stone using some of the Rosecrucian Symbols in this book is
given in The Rosecrucian Mysteries of the Angels by Almine
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The Alchemical Equation for the Breasts

Complete Self-Trust and Self-Confidence
Kinesh baruch harustat aresvi ni-uklash

Embracing the Discovery of Self
Pruhurak arleskla viresba ursvrasta

The Immediate and Exponential Relay of
New Discoveries Throughout the Eternal Moment
iris-trachve uklet manunish haresba
ustavi etva urech minuvit helsut verevaa

The Nurturing of Life Through the Self
arak sparava minushet aratva-etklavi
(Figure 13)
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The Sigil for the Health of Breasts

This sigil for breasts is placed directly on top of the Power Wheel and
the Alchemical Equation for the Breasts.

(Figure 14)
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Angel Sigils to Call for the Health of Breasts
Bemish Ketlama

yatakaha

(Figure 15)
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Closing
The sacred nature of the human body has long been suspected. The
extent of its sacred powers is unveiled through the ancient teachings of
the Rosecrucians; teachings revealed to them from angelic sources. The
merging of Belvaspata's potent cleansing and restorative influences on
the reproductive system's organs, coupled with the Rosecrucian methods
of awakening their intuitive abilities is a great blessing to humankind.
It has been my most sacred privilege to bring forth this holy
information, so that humankind can once again have their multidimensional senses re-awakened and their hyper-sensory perception
restored.
In love, praise, and gratitude,
Almine
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Other books by Almine

A Life of Miracles
Expanded Thi rd Edi t i on incl udesBonus
Bel vaspata s ecti on—mysti cal Keys to
ascensi on
Almine’s developing spiritual awareness and abilities
from her childhood in South Africa until she emerged as a
powerful mystic, to devote her gifts in support of all
humanity is traced. Deeply inspiring and unique in its
comparison of man’s relationship as the microcosm of
the macrocosm. Also av ailable in Spanish.

Published: 2009, 304 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-25-3

Journey to the Heart of God S econd Edi t i on
mystical Keys to immortal mastery
Ground-breaking cosmology revealed for the first time,
sheds new light on previous bodies of information such as
the Torah, the I Ching and the Mayan Zolkien. The
explanation of man’s relationship as the microcosm as set
out in the previous book A Life of Miracles, is expanded in
a way never before addressed by New Age authors, giving
new meaning and purpose to human life. Endorsed by an
Astro-physicist from Cambridge University and a former
NASA scientist, this book is foundational for readers at all
levels of spiritual growth.
Published: 2009, ??? pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-26-0

Secrets Of The Hidden Realms S econd Edi t i on
mystical Keys to the unseen worlds
This remarkable book delves into mysteries few mystics have
ever revealed. It gives in detail: The practical application of
the goddess my steries • Secrets of the angelic realms • The
maps, alphabets, numerical sy stems of Lemuria, Atlantis, and
the Inner Earth • The Atlantean calender, accurate within 5
minutes • The alphabet of the Ak ashic libraries. Secrets of the
Hidden Realms is a truly amazing bridge across the chasm that
has separated humanity for eons from unseen realms.
Published: 2009, 412 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-27-7

Other books by Almine

The Ring of Truth

Thi rd Edi t i on
s acred s ecrets of the Goddess

As man slumbers in awareness, the nature of his reality
has altered forever. As one of the most profound mystics
of all time, Almine explains this dramatic shift in cosmic
laws that is changing life on earth irrevocably. A
powerful healing modality is presented to compensate for
the changes in laws of energy, healers have traditionally
relied upon. The new principles of beneficial white magic
and the massive changes in spiritual warriorship are
meticulously explained.
Published: 2009, ??? pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-28-4

Arubafirina S econd Edi t i on
the Book of fai ry magi c
This book is most certainly a milestone in the history of
mysticism throughout the ages. It is the product of a rare
and unprecedented event in which Almine, acknowledged
as the leading mystic of our time, was granted an
exceptional privilege. For one week in November 2006
she was invited to enter the fairy realms and gather the
priceless information for this book. The result is a
tremendous treasure trove of knowledge and
interdimensional color photos.
Published: 2009, 196 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-30-7

The Gift of the Unicorns S econd Edi t i on
s acred s ecrets of uni corn magi c
These life-changing insights into the deep mystical
secrets of the earth’s past puts the cosmic role of humanity
into perspective. It gives meaning to the suffering of the
ages and solutions of hope and predicts the restoration of
white magic. An enlightening explanation of the causes of
the Great Fall and our ascent out of ages of forgetfulness
into a remembrance of our divine new purpose and
oneness, is masterfully given. Truly an inspiring book!
Published: 2009, ??? pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-29-1

Other books by Almine

Opening the Doors of Heaven S econd Edi t i on
revel ati ons of the mysteri es of isi s
Through a time-travel tunnel, linking Ireland and Egypt,
Isis sent a small group of masters to prepare for the day
when her mysteries would once again be released to the
world to restore balance and enhance life.
They established the Order of the White Rose to guard the
sacred objects and the secrets of Isis. In an unprecedented
event heralding the advent of a time of light, these
mysteries are released for the first time.
Published: 2009, ??? pages, soft cover, 6 x 9 ISBN: 978-1-934070-31-4

Windows Into Eternity S econd Edi t i on
revelations of the mother Goddess
This book provides unparalled insight into ancient
mysteries. Almine, an internationally recognized mystic
and teacher, reveals the hidden laws of existence.
Transcending reason, delivering visionary expansion,
this metaphysical masterpiece explores the origins of life
as recorded in the Holy Libraries.
The release of information from these ancient libraries is a
priceless gift to humankind. The illusions found in the
building blocks of existence are exposed, as are the
purposes of Creation.
Published: 2009, 320 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-32-1

The Way of the Toltec Nagual
new Precepts for the s piritual warrior
Not only is this wisdom packed book a guide for serious students of the Toltec way, but also a font of knowledge for all
truth-seekers. Mapping out the revolutionary changes in
Toltec mysticism, it presents the precepts of mastery sought
out by all who travel the road of illumination and spiritual
warriorship. Almine reveals publicly for the first time, the
ancient power symbols used by Toltec Naguals to assist in
obtaining freedom from illusion. Bonus section: Learn about
the hidden planets used by Toltecs and the Astrology of Isis.
Published: 2009, 240 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-56-7

Other books by Almine

The Thought that Fractured the Infinite
the Genesis of individuated Life
This profound work offers insights where few authors
dare to tread: the genesis of individuated life.
Offering what could possibly be the deepest insights ever
revealed about man’s relationship to light, it details
our ascent into spiritual awakening.
It gives the thought-provoking wisdom of the cosmic
root races and a practical guide to using the alchemical
potencies of light. Almine’s global following of serious
students of the mysteries will love this one!
Published: 2009, 316 pages, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-17-8

The Gift of the Angels
the restorati on of angel i c Powers to man
First in a stunning trilogy of deeply mystical information
from the angelic realms, this book captures the reader’s
attention from start to finish.
The profound impact and purity of the angelic powers gifted to man, unfold powerfully for the reader throughout the
pages.
Almine has yet again provided a life-altering glimpse into
the gifts awaiting man in the hidden realms.
Published: 2009, soft cover, 6 x 9, ISBN: 978-1-934070-18-5 Coming Soon!

CDs by Almine
Each pow erful present at i on has a uni que m usi cal
background unal t ered as channel ed from S ource.
Trul y a w ork of art .

the Power of s i l ence
Few teaching methods empty the mind, but rather fill it with more
information. As one who has achieved this state of silence,
Almine meticulously maps out the path that leads to this state of
expanded awareness.

the Power of s el f-rel i ance
Cultivating self-reliance is explained as resulting from balancing
the sub-personalities—key components to emotional autonomy.

mysti cal Keys to ascended mastery
The way to overcome and transcend mortal boundaries is clearly
mapped out for the sincere truth seeker.

the Power of forgiveness
Digressing from traditional views that forgives a perceived
injury, this explains the innocence of all experience. Instead of
showing how to forgive a wrong, it acknowledges wholeness.

Visit Almine’s websites:
www.astrology-of-isis.com

www.divinearchitect.com

www.arubafirina.com

www.incorruptiblewhitemagic.com

www.ascensionangels.com

www.wheelsofthegoddess.com

www.alminehealing.com

www.ancientshamanism.com

www.ascendedmastery.com

www.wayofthetoltecnagual.com

www.lifeofmiracles.com

www.schoolofarcana.org

www.mysticalkingdoms.com

www.belvaspata.org
Diary: www.alminediary.com

www.earthwisdomchronicles.com

www.spiritual-healing-for-animals.com

Visit Almine’s website www.spiritualjourneys.com for
workshop locations and dates, take an online workshop, listen to
an internet radio show, or watch a video. Order one of Almine’s
many books, CD’s, or an instant download.
Phone Number: 1-877-552-5646

